Congratulations to our July 2019
CORE VALUE STARS
Molia “Mo” Wongsee, Inventory Control Rep
We work as one
team.

There’s no “I” in Team and no Motivation without “Mo”. Mo always
finds opportunities to extend his kind and uplifting demeanor; which is
admired by all of his co-workers. He continues to motivate the team in
identifying the importance of unity, staying on task and getting the job
done. As he continues to push himself, Mo also challenges his peers to
do the same with his welcoming cadence and positive work ethic.

Ranae Oshiro, Slotter

Every person
matters.

Ranae stepped into an unexpected position and has done a fantastic
job with it. It may not have been what she expected when joining the
Hansen team, but Ranae took on the temporary role and really took
ownership of it. She responds quickly and completely, and always
makes sure her responses are pleasant but to the point. Ranae touches
many areas of our company and works with several departments to
complete her own tasks; yet she makes time to answer and respond to
others swiftly. Ranae has been a great addition to the team!

Hope Fukui, Customer Service Rep
We’re tenacious
in fulfilling our
commitments.

Hope does an excellent job ensuring that all of her customers are
her first priority by fulfilling their requests with urgency. When
receiving customer calls for item information, credits or products,
Hope will literally track down the appropriate team member to
fulfill these requests. She will then close the loop with a followup call to her customer.

Hung Yip, Account Exec, Foodservice Sales
We challenge
the status
quo.

We continuously
make our work
environment and
communities
better.

When we challenge the status quo, it means we help identify new and
better ways of doing things on behalf of our customers and our
organization. It also means we add value, which is the very basis of
being successful. Hung displays this mindset as he works diligently to
provide added value and quality in his service to our customers. He has
a track record of gaining customer confidence and solidifying strong
customer relations. Hung represents Hansen with great pride and
doesn’t give up.

Andre Pettis, Inventory Control Rep
If an issue arises and we need inventory checked, Andre swiftly comes
to the rescue! He works quickly to verify inventory and conduct cycle
counts. Andre also goes above and beyond; taking initiative to clean
pick slots and other areas of the warehouse to promote efficiencies.
Andre’s devotion towards the quality of his work has inspired others.
On his personal time, he volunteers as a Coach for High School
Basketball. We appreciate Andre’s fine work and his positive attitude.

